
This week in our Book Sales Blitz, we're challenging your sta� to

take their social media to the next level for book sales. How can

your sta� get creative with our prompts to turn their social media

posts into yearbook orders?  Get the full challenge details here.

Don’t forget that only registered schools are eligible for prize

entries when submitting their weekly participation in the

challenge. Sign up today!

LET'S TALK: Using social media for your yearbook program
• Re�ning reading and writing skills is just the beginning. 
Properly training and allowing your sta� to manage a yearbook
social media account provides them with real-world experience
they can use when they graduate. 

• Tracking down a source for a photo or story is much easier with
social media. If your publication has a social following, chances
are the person you are trying to identify is already a follower or at
least a friend of a follower.

• Generating story ideas is as easy as scanning social feeds.
Plus, social networks become great places to share all that extra
content your sta� has curated during the year. Just make sure you
are also working hard to build followers by asking students and
parents to follow your accounts.
 

• Your sales can �y o� the charts. There really is no better way to
quickly reach the masses than through social channels. 

For more social media tips and graphics, visit our Sales and
Promotion page for all the important information you need. Plus,
�nd this helpful social media guide!

Need to rewind? All previous Adviser Assistance emails are
available on their own page.
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